Nominate a newcomer who has made a difference

Visit Alberta.ca/NewcomerAwards to learn more and nominate someone by July 24, 2022.
Celebrate the outstanding accomplishments of an immigrant you know by nominating them in one of these categories:

**SMALL COMMUNITY ENHANCEMENT**
Contributions to a rural community

**NEWCOMER CHAMPION**
Supporting newcomers to succeed

**INCLUSIVE WORKPLACES**
Creating a culturally diverse and inclusive workplace

**CAREER AND ACADEMICS CONTRIBUTION**
Professional or academic excellence

**ENTREPRENEURIAL SPIRIT**
Small or medium business owner innovation

**STUDENT INSPIRATION**
A young leader in Grade 12 or younger

**YOUNG LEADER**
People ages 18-30 who have made a difference

**WOMEN’S NEWCOMER IMPACT**
A female leader in her community

**SENIOR SPIRIT**
An older Albertan (65 years or older) who enriches their community

People born outside of Canada who are now Canadian citizens or permanent residents, and who live in Alberta, are eligible.

VISIT ALBERTA.CA/NEWCOMERAWARDS TO LEARN MORE.